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In Sydney Gardnor Jarman’s book, A Handbook of St Mary’s Church Bridgwater, 1885, at 31-34 
is an account of the tower, bells, clock and chimes, which includes the following passage:

In the same chamber, and connected with the clock, is the machinery for playing the chimes, "Home, 
sweet home" being struck out on the bells above, three times in each twelve hours—at one, five, and nine 
o'clock. It originally played an old and now forgotten hymn tune, and at one time it was decided to alter 
the tune to "The Blue Bells of Scotland," but that intention was never carried out, and ultimately the 
chimes were altered to "Home, sweet Home." It is not known when these chimes were placed in the tower,
but the machinery is very old. They remained silent at one time, when they were thoroughly repaired by 
the late Mr. Beale, organ builder, of Bridgwater, at the expense of Mr. John Sealy. The machinery has to 
be wound up daily, but once a week suffices for winding the clock.

St Mary’s is known to have had church clock from 1375,1 and it is most probable the full story
of the clock and the chimes mechanism will be found in the church and borough archives in the 
Heritage Centre, Taunton, so will require further research. 

Little seems known about church clock chiming mechanisms of this period, and very few 
seem to have survived. This is in contrast to chiming domestic clocks, musical boxes and church
organs provided with sets of interchangeable tune barrels. These were mainly used in small 
country parishes which did not run to a proper organist. They were also used by itinerant 
musicians from the mid C19, who trundled very small mechanical organs round the streets 
playing the latest music hall tunes to the passers-by.

These excellent two YouTube videos demonstrate how chime mechanisms worked, albeit on 
a much larger scale than the 8-bell tower of St Marys’.2 See: British and Irish chime barrel 
mechanisms their music and the community response, 1550-1930, written and privately published by 
Trevor S. Jennings in 2000, ISBN 035000765X. Many thanks to David Bromwich for this reference.

1 Somerset Record Society, Vol 48, 1933, Bridgwater Borough Archives, 1200-1377, pp 220-225, document No 297, 
account of John Smok, receiver of the Community… Nov, 25, 1373, to Sept. 29, 1375, “Et liberante clokkemakyer iiii
li. xs. “ ( And granted to the “clokkemakyer, “ £4 10s.) See also: 
(http://somerset-genealogy.blogspot.com/2016/03/bridgwater-church-clock-of-1393-where.html). I am grateful to 
Julian Parr for this reference.
2 1) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OsjG1aEdogw  

2) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mTXEY7VOG8o 

http://somerset-genealogy.blogspot.com/2016/03/bridgwater-church-clock-of-1393-where.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mTXEY7VOG8o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OsjG1aEdogw
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For a very comprehensive account of all kinds of barrel organs see Arthur W. J. G. Ord–

Hume, Barrel Organ, The story of the mechanical organ and its repair, 1978
It is mostly likely the mechanism was made at the Bridgwater bell foundry3 In 1765, Thomas 

Bayley cast six bells for St Mary’s church Haverfordwest, Pembrokeshire. The churchwardens 
instructed him to set three tunes, including Psalm 113,4 and any two others within the compass 
of the six bells5 

The trade card of the 1770s of Bayley’s successors, Street and Pyke, noted:

Street & Pyke
Braziers, Founders, Tinmen, Ironmongers

at their Warehouse in Bridgwater:
sell on the best terms besides every article of these several Trades.

All sorts of Cutlery and Pewter Goods,
Church Clocks, Chimes and Branches [Chandeliers, TW],

House Clocks, Watches and other Time pieces.
Deals Cabinet & Clockmakers Brass work Salvers Mortars and Cocks of any size.

Bar Iron and steel Glass, Lead, Oils & Colours with a large Variety of other Particulars.
Peals of Bells Cast & Hung after the most Improved Manner. 

The engraving on the card displays a range of the domestic ironmongery they sold, but not 
bells.

The Blake Museum has three bells from Bridgwater Gaol,6 but only one is named and dated: 
the largest bell is dated 1823, weighs 215 pounds and sounds G. It is marked J. Kingston, 
Founder, Bridgwater and B. Cockings Clockmaker. The bells were evidently hung outside the 
building on Fore Street, and the hours were chimed by mechanical figures or jacks, as can be 
seen today in Wells Cathedral.7

Construction
They comprised a large horizontal barrel which was made to revolve by clock-work, and 

driven by a heavy weight falling slowly down the tower. It was connected with the striking part
of the bells by levers and ropes, where hammers struck against them. The hammers were lifted 
by levers acted upon by metallic pins or wooden pegs stuck into the barrel. The fulcrums of the 
levers struck by the pins were held in a horizontal bar. The levers were depressed at pre-
determined intervals, depending on the tune, and so the bells would be struck in turn, as the 
barrel revolved and one revolution would play the tune once, then repeat it. The music 
3 https://bridgwaterheritage.com/wp/people/industries/bell-founding-in-bridgwater-thomas-pyke-the-gaol-bells/ 
4 The words of the first line of the first verse are: Praise ye the LORD. Praise, O ye servants of the LORD, praise the 
name of the LORD. 
5 Jennings 2000, p 55
6 https://bridgwaterheritage.com/wp/people/industries/bell-founding-in-bridgwater-thomas-pyke-the-gaol-bells/ 
7 George Parker wrote a poem for a fund-raising exhibition in the Town Hall to help pay for the restoration of St 
Mary’s Church. It took place in November 1854. In the Notes is the following passage: A handsome cross once stood 
on the Corn Hill. Between it and the Bridge stands the old Jail, over which is a clock; some years since the hours were struck by
two large antiquated wood figures on two excellent bells. They held in their hands a sort of battle axe, and their arms were 
moved by means of springs. When the old Town Hall [this same building] which stood there was removed, and the building 
became altered, these figures were taken down and sold by order of the authorities, which is to be regretted. 

https://bridgwaterheritage.com/wp/people/industries/bell-founding-in-bridgwater-thomas-pyke-the-gaol-bells/
https://bridgwaterheritage.com/wp/people/industries/bell-founding-in-bridgwater-thomas-pyke-the-gaol-bells/
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produced might consist of a direct succession of the notes constituting an octave frequently 
repeated, or otherwise maybe a psalm tune, or short popular air in the key to which the bells 
were tuned.

A tower with eight bells and a barrel with eight rows could only play one tune, until the pegs
were re-positioned for the new tune – a laborious job, so done infrequently. 

The alternative was to add additional circles to each lever, one per tune, and mechanically 
shift sideways the bar with the lever fulcrums. So an 8-bell tower needed 16 rings for 2 tunes, 
and 24 for three. The chimes at the 16 bell St Margaret’s Westminster, described later, had 64 
rings for four tunes.
Repertoire
Jennings lists thirteen chime repertoires from eighteenth-century churches8. These had Psalm 

tunes – Psalms 113, 118, 145 and 149, and an assortment of jigs, minuets and folk song tunes, as 
well as melodies by Handel, Rule Britannia, and the National Anthem. The psalm tunes were 
those used in the church services of the time – the Metrical Psalter. A metrical psalter is a 
kind of Bible translation: a book containing a metrical translation of all or part of the Book of 
Psalms in vernacular poetry, meant to be sung as hymns in a church. 

The first complete English metrical psalter, with musical notation, was The Psalter of Dauid 
newely translated into Englysh metre in such sort that it maye the more decently, and wyth more delyte of the 
mynde, be reade and songe of al men, by Robert Crowley, and printed in 1549. 

 Thomas Sternhold published his first, short collection of nineteen Certayn Psalmes between 
mid-1547 and early 1549. In December 1549, his posthumous Al such psalmes of Dauid as Thomas 
Sternehold ... didde in his life time draw into English Metr. was printed, containing thirty-seven psalms 
by Sternhold and, in a separate section at the end, seven psalms by John Hopkins. This 
collection was taken to the Continent with Protestant exiles during the reign of Mary Tudor, and
editors in Geneva both revised the original texts and gradually added more over several 
editions. In 1562, the publisher John Day brought together most of the psalm versions from the 
Genevan editions and many new psalms to make up The Whole Booke of Psalmes, Collected into 
English Meter. In addition to metrical versions of all 150 psalms, the volume included more 
devotional material taken from the English Forme of Prayers used in Geneva. 

In 1621, Thomas Ravenscroft published an expanded edition of the Sternhold and Hopkins 
Psalter; Ravenscroft's edition added many more psalm tunes, some of which had been 
composed, since the original publication, by leading late Tudor and early Stuart English 
composers.

Nicholas Brady and Nahum Tate (who was later named poet laureate) produced A New 
Version of the Psalms of David in 1696. 

Isaac Watts published in 1719. The Psalms of David, Imitated in the Language of the New Testament, 
and Apply'd to the Christian State and Worship, which was intended as an interpretation rather than a
strict translation of the psalms.9

8 Jennings 2000, p 95
9 Nicholas Temperley, The Music of the English Parish Church, 1979, Vol 1, pp 100-140, [Section] 5, “Urban parish 
church music (1669-1790)”.
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It is not known what version was used at St Mary’s then. Despite having an organ since 1700,

little is known about the pattern of worship in the C18. There appears to have been no music, 
apart from the Parish Clerk, who intoned a line of the Psalm and the congregation sang it. 
Hymns would not have appeared until the end of the C18, when Evangelicalism arose. There 
may well have been an informal choir but there was no formal trained choir at St Mary’s until 
the mid-C19, when the Cathedral-pattern liturgy was adopted. 

None of the C18 metrical tunes noted by Jennings appear to have been recorded. The nearest 
are tunes from the Scottish Metrical Psalter, now used by many Presbyterian congregations.10

Only the barrel remains. The rest of mechanism seems lost, perhaps in the WW2 scrap drive,
when the churchyard railings were taken. Or perhaps it is among the loose metal pieces in the

bottom of the framework.
Picture by Richard Lee

10 This is the first five verses of Psalm 127, sung by an untrained choir. Note the Clerk’s solo lead:   
http://www.psalm-singing.org/recordings/ps127v1-5_st-andrew_15.mp3

http://www.psalm-singing.org/recordings/ps127v1-5_st-andrew_15.mp3
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The wooden chime barrel; to the right is the barrel round which a rope was wound. It
suspended a heavy weight which dropped through the tower as it unwound, driving the

mechanism. It was raised by hand.
The barrel was slatted to enable the pegs which operated the bell-striking mechanism to be

adjusted sideways and the tune changed.
There appear to be 16 peg-rows, indicating that two tunes might be played.

Picture by Richard Lee

The church acquired an Ellacombe apparatus which is a mechanism devised for performing 
change ringing on church bells by striking stationary bells with hammers. It was devised in 
1821 by the Reverend Henry Thomas Ellacombe of Gloucestershire, who first had such a system
installed in Bitton in 1822. He created the system as an alternative to using his local ringers and 
did not have to tolerate the behaviour that he saw as unruly. However in reality, it required 
very advanced and rare expertise for one person to ring changes, which most churches did not 
have. In towers where the apparatus remains in working order it is often still used to play 
simple call change sequences, hymn tunes and carols at Christmas. The apparatus is also used 
when insufficient full circle ringers are available. The apparatus was disconnected as part of the 
major bell refurbishment project in 2020, and will not be reinstated. The console remains an 
historical relic.

(The historical section condensed from Wikipedia)
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The Ellacombe apparatus console de-commissioned
Picture by Richard Lee
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The Ellacombe apparatus console in use, with the vertical bell-striking ropes.
Picture by Marcia Randle

There is a detailed account of church CHIMES in Volume 7 of Rees’s Cyclopaedia, published 
1806/7. It was written by John Farey, jr, (1791-1851) and it contains a technical account of 
pinning chime barrels, – transferring the notation of the tune score to the circumference of the 
barrel. This section is omitted here but is available on-line.11 

It includes an illustrated account of the chiming mechanism in St. Margaret’s, Westminster 
which seems to be similar to St Mary’s. It was illustrated by three plates, (see pages 12 and13). 
The mechanism was removed from the church in 1819, due to the rising cost of maintaining the 
church fabric12

The very comprehensive article ORGAN, (also by Farey jr,) in volume 25, published in 1813 
contains a technical and illustrated account of a chamber organ, built for the Earl of Kirkwall, by
the organ builders Flight and Robson with such a barrel mechanism for sounding the pipes. 
This is also online from the Burney Centre.

The CHIMES article concludes with an illustrated description of a chiming mantel clock – also 
omitted here.

11 They are  hosted by the Burney Centre, at McGill University, in Canada, which is devoted to publishing the 
correspondence of music historian, Dr Charles Burney (1726-1814) and his family. This includes the writings of his 
daughter Frances (Fanny) (1852-1840), the novelist. Dr Charles Burney wrote the majority of the music articles in 
Rees’s Cyclopaedia. The rest were by Farey, jr, who described musical instruments, and his father, John Farey, sr. 
(1766–1826), the geologist, who wrote about the mathematics of music theory. Please scroll down the page to reach 
it: https://www.mcgill.ca/burneycentre/resources/online-texts#Charles%20Burney%20(1726-1814  )  
12 Jennings, 2020, p 10

https://www.mcgill.ca/burneycentre/resources/online-texts#Charles%20Burney%20(1726-1814)
https://www.mcgill.ca/burneycentre/resources/online-texts#Charles%20Burney%20(1726-1814)
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John Farey Jr. (1791 – 1851) was an English consulting engineer and patent agent, known for 
his pioneering contributions in the field of mechanical engineering.

Farey was the eldest son of John Farey Sr. (1766–1826), the geologist, and Sophia Hubert 
(1770–1830). From 1791 to 1802 he grew up in Woburn, Bedfordshire, where his father worked 
as surveyor and land agent for Francis Russell, 5th Duke of Bedford. Back in London he might 
have received training at the school of William Nicholson, (1753-1815), established in 1799 in 
Soho Square. From 1804 to 1806 he studied the machinery and processes in manufactories in 
and around London.

He was polymathic in his interests and contributed text and drawings to a number of 
periodicals and encyclopaedias. At the age of fourteen Farey began making drawings for the 
illustrative plates of Rees's Cyclopædia and the Edinburgh Encyclopedia, Tilloch's Magazine,' 
Gregory's Mechanics and Mechanical Dictionary, the Pantalogia and many other scientific works. 
He wrote entire articles for some of these, and contributed to others.

For the Rees's Cyclopædia, which appeared serially between 1802 and 1820, Farey wrote 
several articles, including the articles on Machinery, Manufactures, Mechanics, Mill, Steam 
Engine, Water etc.

In 1819 he went to Russia for a month, where he was engaged as a civil engineer in the 
construction of ironworks. In 1821 Farey stepped down in the consulting engineering family 
business in favour of his younger brother, Joseph Farey (1796–1829). Farey accepted an 
appointment at the lace manufactory of John Heathcoat in Devonshire, which, however, he gave
up in 1823, In 1825 took the engineering direction of Messrs. Marshall's flax-mills at Leeds, but 
he was obliged to give up in 1826 in consequence of the failure of his brother's health and the 
necessity for his return to London, where he resumed his profession of consulting engineer. 
From that time was engaged in most of the novel inventions, important trials in litigated patent 
cases, and scientific investigations of the period. Farey joined the Institution of Civil Engineers 
as a member in 1826, served several offices in the council, and always took great interest in its 
welfare. His residence, 67 Great Guilford Street, Russell Square, London, was burnt down in 
1850, when considerable portions of his library and documents were injured or destroyed.

His health, which had been failing since the death of his wife, now received an additional 
shock, and he died of heart disease at the Common, Sevenoaks, Kent, on 17 July 1851. and was 
buried in Highgate Cemetery.

The above condensed from the Wikipedia article about Farey, jr.
See also:
A. P. Woolrich, “John Farey, jr (1791–1851), engineer and polymath”, History of Technology, 
19 (1997), 111–42
A.P. Woolrich, "John Farey, Jr., technical author and draughtsman: his contribution to Rees's
 Cyclopaedia". Industrial Archaeology Review, 20, (1998), 49-68
A. P. Woolrich, "Farey, John [jr] (1791–1851), mechanical engineer", Oxford Dictionary of
National Biography, 2004  
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It should be noted that the following section here, describing the chime mechanism, is 
written like a patent specification, where letters and numbers in the text are also on the plates 
and can be followed, so allowing the operation to be understood. It was also common for 
specifications to be un-paragraphed, which does not make for ready comprehension. 

T

CHIMES, in Horology, is a species of music mechanically produced by the strokes of 
hammers against a series of bells, tuned agreeably to a given scale in music; the hammers are 
lifted by levers acted upon by metallic pins or wooden pegs stuck into a large barrel which is 
made to revolve by clock-work, and is so connected with the striking part of the clock 
mechanism, that it is set in motion by it at certain intervals of time, most usually either at every 
hour, or at every quarter of an hour. The music thus produced may consist of a direct 
succession of the notes constituting an octave frequently repeated, or otherwise may be a psalm 
tune, or short popular air in the key to which the bells are tuned. This species of mechanical 
music is by no means calculated to improve the taste, and had its origin most probably, like 
clock-work itself, in some of the monastic institutions of Germany, where, according to Dr. 
Burney, it prevails greatly, and where the ringing of changes on bells, as in England, is but little,
if at all practised.13 The chime mechanism may be adapted either to act with the large bells of a 
church steeple, by means of wheel-work proportionably strong to raise heavy hammers, or a set
of bells of different diameters may be arranged concentrically, within one another on one 
common axis, sufficiently small to be introduced into the frame of a clock, or even of a watch, 
which we have seen performed by Margetts, who lately died in a state of insanity14. The manner
in which the hammers are moved by the pins of the chime-barrel must necessarily vary 
according to circumstances, as the wires of different rooms are differently placed to produce the
sound of a house-bell, but an ingenious workman will very the length and shape of his levers of
communication agreeably to the situation and distance of his bells from the clock-work, so that 
if we give a description of the chime mechanism of a church clock, and also of a portable piece, 
he will not be at a loss to know how to devise and adapt the necessary parts for any other 
construction. But before we proceed to our descriptions, it will be proper to give an account of 
the chime-barrel, and the method of inserting the lifting pegs, or of what is called pricking it.

[Here follows a detailed account of the method of marking out a chime barrel from the tune score, but 
omitted here.]

CHIMES OF A CHURCH CLOCK
Plates V and VI of Horology, explains the chime mechanism  in the clock-room of 

St. Margaret’s church, Westminster: A (figs. I and 3) is a barrel on which the rope B is wound; 
this rope, after passing over a fixed friction roller, has a heavy leaden weight fastened to it, by 
the descent of which the mechanism is actuated: D is a large wheel at the end, and on the arbor 
of this barrel, which is worked by a pinion E, not seen, the arbor of which is square at the 
projecting end for the key of the handle by which the weight is wound up; the barrel A is so 

13 Percy Scholes, Dr Burney’s Musical tours of Europe, (1959), Vol 2, passim, and p 229 for an account of an enormous 
chime mechanism at Ghent that had 7,200 studs, enabling numerous tunes to be played, without repetition.
14 George  Margetts (1748-c1807) – see: https://www.cogsandpieces.com/watchmakers-margetts/ 

https://www.cogsandpieces.com/watchmakers-margetts/
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contrived, by means of the click b and ratchet wheel a, ( fig: I) that, when the rope is in the act of 
being wound, the barrel slips round its stationary arbor, but when the weight is going down, it 
turns the large cylinder or chime barrel C attached to the arbor along with it; this chime barrel is
made of wood, and has a number of pegs screwed into it, which, as it turns round, at proper 
intervals take hold of the inner ends d of the horizontal and parallel levers F, raise them to a 
certain height, and then let them go suddenly; this motion at the same time depresses the outer 
ends e of the said levers, and by means of the upright rods G, and other intermediate rods, 
raises the hammers which strike upon the large bells in the belfry or story above. On the end of 
the chime barrel next to barrel A, is a large wheel H (figs. I and 3) which takes into a small 
pinion on the arbor of the wheel I; this wheel works a pinion on one end of the long arbor K, 
(fig. 1) on the other end of which arbor is a pair of fanners, or a fly L, the vanes of which catch 
the air, as they turn, and regulate the velocity of the machine. This fly is shewn separate in fig. 2.
A is a portion of the arbor, on which is loosely fitted an iron bar B B, having a vane D at each 
end to prevent the bar from slipping round the arbor in a retrograde direction; a ratchet wheel b
is attached to the outer end of the arbor, and a click c is fastened on the fly, which is kept to the 
teeth of the wheel by a spring, for that when the arbor turns the click stops against the teeth of 
the wheel, and turns the fly with it, but when the arbor is suddenly stopped (as hereafter 
described), the fly continues its forward motion for some time by means of its momentum, the 
click c in the mean time slipping round the ratchet b; by this contrivance all strain upon the 
mechanism, by a sudden check of the momentum of the fly, is avoided. On one of the diagonal 
or cross bars of the wheel I (figs. I and 3), is a projecting piece of metal f, which piece, when the 
machine is to be stayed, is caught by a detent g, which detent may be moved towards the centre 
of the wheel (so as to clear the piece f) when the machine is to be put in motion; the upper end 
of the detent g is fastened to an arbor M, so as to have a circular motion with it; to which arbor 
is also fixed another detent h (fig. 3) bent to avoid the bar of the frame. On the middle of this 
detent h, a piece of upright iron i is riveted, on the end of which a hammer N (figs. I and 3) 
strikes; this hammer is raised at the proper hour by the church clock, and by its fall strikes the 
piece i, (fig. 3) depresses the bent detent h, and consequently moves the detent g from the stop of
the piece f. O is a circular plate, having a notch in one part of its circumference; at the back of it 
are fastened four arms k, l, m, (fig. 3) and another not seen. On the face of the wheel H there is a 
projecting tooth n (fig. 1) which takes hold of one of the arms on O, and at every turn of the 
wheel H, moves the wheel O round the space of one quarter. Behind the arms k, l, m, are four 
knobs p, q, r, s, in a detached state (shewn in fig. 4) against which a lever R (figs. 3 and 4) is 
pressed, by a spring S; the use of this additional mechanism is to make the wheel O always 
describe a complete quarter of a revolution whenever it moves at all, for suppose the arms m, l, 
k, (fig. 4) to have the position of the dotted lines in m', l', k', the pin n on the wheel H (figs. I and 
3) takes the arm m and pushes it downwards, during which course the knob p (fig. 4) raises the 
lever R into the position of the figure; the spring and lever then act upon the knob p, and 
quickly bring the arms to the dotted position, in which situation the letters of reference are 
advanced each to the next arm. This clock has more over the striking work, in which there is, as 
usual, a wheel called the count wheel, which turns round once in 12 hours; in this wheel there 
are three pins, that, at the hours 4, 8, and 12, move the end of a lever that communicates, by 
means of an intermediate rod Q, (figs. I and 3) with the tail P of the hammer N, so as to elevate 
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it; as the count wheel turns round, one of its pins lets go the lever, and the hammer N falls upon
the detent h, (the end of which is supposed to be in the notch of the plate O) pushes it down, 
and at the same time moves the detent g on the same arbor M inward; as soon as the hammer 
has made a stroke, it is partly lifted up again by the tail spring t (fig. 3) acting against the bar of 
the frame; but the end of the bent detent his prevented from again entering the notch in the 
plate O, when the hammer rises, by the lever R, which at the instant the lever h (fig. 4) is pushed 
down, moves the wheel O a little round, by means of the spring S, into the position of the figure.
When the hammer has thus struck and removed the detent g, (fig. 3) the leaden weight pulls the 
barrel A, and sets the machine in motion, during which motion the pegs in the chime barrel E 
strike the lever, F, and move the bell hammers in the due succession of time, the fly (fig. 2) in the
mean time regulating the velocity of the barrel. At each. revolution of the chime barrel E, the 
peg n in wheel H turns the wheel O round one quarter of a revolution, and by the time the 
barrel has turned four times, the notch in the plate O is brought again opposite to the end of the 
bent detent h, which therefore falls in by the weight of the detent g, the latter of which also falls 
at the same time, so as to catch the stop f which stays the machine. The said notch in the plate O 
is so placed, that when the bent detent h is locked into it, the knobs p, q, r, s, on the back of this 
plate, are in the position shewn in fig, 4, so that this plate O moves, the instant it is permitted to 
do so, by the detent à being removed by means of the spring S, independently of the great 
wheel H. This machinery plays four different tunes, which are changed by turning the index W 
(fig. 1) by the handle to the corresponding tune marked on the dial plate T; this handle has a 
pinion on its arbor, behind the dial plate, which works in a rack upon the crooked iron bar v y, 
so as to move it up or down when the handle is turned; the bar w y is made to move steadily, by
having a crook & with parallel sides at each end, sliding against both sides of corresponding 
steady pins screwed into the frame; and the friction of a spring, 7, pressing against it, prevents 
its being moved by accident : in the middle of the bar vy is a bend y, which acts like an inclined 
plane between the rollers 3, 4, fixed in a small frame at the end of the bar W, so as to move that 
bar horizontally, while the crooked bar w y is moved vertically; to the horizontal bar W are fixed
the centres of the keys, or short levers, F, and a long iron plate, 5, with 16 notches to confine 
each lever to its own plane of action. The sliding pins gg, moving in a cock with two 
perforations attached to. the frame, confine the bar W to a horizontal motion. In setting out the 
pegs on the barrel, 64 parallel circles, four to each lever, are drawn round it, at equal distances; 
every four of these coincide successively, by the rack-work adjustment, with one of the levers, 
so that the respective pegs upon the barrel in the first of each four circles may work its own 
lever, and play one tune; then by moving the levers, along with the bar W, the distance that two 
contiguous circles. are apart, a second set of pegs is presented to the said levers, which now 
play a second tune; and in the same manner a third and fourth, successively. The 16 rods G 
have each a screw adjustment at their lower ends, and their upper ends are connected with 
revolving rods fixed to the ceiling, by which motion is conveyed, under each bell, the hammers, 
which are placed each in a line perpendicularly under the axis of its bell, so as to strike near its 
lower extremity; (Plate V fig. 4) [sic, Plate VI, fig 4]; the weight of each hammer H is supported 
by a spring S, in such a manner that it rises from the bell the instant it has struck. There is 
moreover a long horizontal iron bar that goes across the levers F (Plate V. fig. 1) not seen, the 
ends of which are connected with another lever also not seen, which, when it is pulled down, 
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takes up all the hammers at once, so as to clear the bells in the act of ringing. There are ten bells 
in this steeple, fix of which have each two hammers, and the other four but one z-piece; the 
double hammers are used where the same bell is required to be struck twice in succession so 
quickly, that the same hammer could not be lifted up and be made to return twice in the 
requisite time.

In the mechanism we have here described, the chime barrel is so constructed as to be capable 
of playing only four tunes; but in some steeples which we have visited, the barrels have parallel 
longitudinal apertures, which admit the lifting pegs to slide into any situation, and which 
consequently render them disposable for any tune within the compass of the two extreme notes,
the sliding pieces being fixed by thumb screws within the barrel.

[Here follows an illustrated account of a chiming mantel clock, but omitted here]

Above: Plate V of Horology from Vol 3 of Plates in Rees’s Cyclopaedia (1802-1819)
Note. This had a name-plate of T. Bray, London
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Above: Plate VI of Horology from Vol 3 of Plates in Rees’s Cyclopaedia (1802-1819)

Above: Extract from Plate VII of Horology from Vol 3 of Plates in Rees’s Cyclopaedia 
(1802-1819)


